Panels

Bekazur® 2D

Bekazur 2D is a panel system hindering access to swimming pools. Designed
to specific standards, it is rigid, multifunctional and elegant.

Product detail

BENEFITS
Conformity
The system conforms to the French standard NF 90-306 designed to restrict the access to swimming
pools for children younger than five years old. The standard defines the technical characteristics of
the system and resistance to corrosion of all metallic parts.
Multifunctional
The installation of Bekazur is very simple. It can be installed on base plate or in concrete.
Installation on sloping ground is also possible.
Elegance
The decorative topping makes the fence simple and aesthetic.

Applications

Security level

LOW

HIGH

Functionalities

Panels
Bekazur 2D is a panel system welded out of rigid galvanised wires and
then polyester coated afterwards.
The heavy diameter of the wires makes the panel highly resistant.
- Horizontal wires: 8,00 mm
- Vertical wires: 8,00 mm
- Distance between 2 vertical wires: 65 mm
- Minimum distance between 2 horizontal foot support points: 1100 mm

Colours
White RAL 9010
Gates
Hot dipped galvanised + polyester coating.
- Adjustable stainless steel hinges
- Round posts d. 60 x 2.00 mm.
- Security locking system ‘double action’ (The
gate can only be opened by 2 simultaneous and
independent actions) + cylinder supplied with 3
keys.
- Options: automatic self-closing hinges, wich
replace those supplied with the gates.

Posts
The panels can be installed with:
Round post diam. 48 x 1,50 mm with cap,
galvanised and polyester coated white RAL 9010.
Special brackets in polyamide are used for the
fixation of the panel to the post.

Gates available in 2 versions:
- with posts for installation in concrete
- post with base plate for installation on concrete
surface or on tiles.

For installation on a concrete or tiled floor:
an aluminium base plate, white polyester coated is
available.

Coating technique
Panels are made out of galvanised wires. An adhesion coating
is given for a perfect adhesion of the polyester coating
(min. 100 micron).

ASSORTMENT BEKAZUR 2D PANELS
Fence height
mm

ASSORTMENT BEKAZUR 2D GATES

Dimensions panels
W x H mm

Height of the fence
mm

Post length
mm

Width gate
mm (c/c)

Diameter Post
mm

1196

983 x 1196

1196

1349

1215

60*

1196

2023 x 1196

1196

1800

1215

60**

1396*

2023 x 1396

* With 2 posts diam. 60 x 2,00 mm with adapted base plates for installation on a concrete floor
(4 collars diam. 60 mm included)
** With 2 posts diam. 60 x 2,00 mm : to put in concrete (4 collars diam. 60 mm included)

* For installation on slope ground

ASSORTMENT BEKAZUR 2D POSTS
Fence height
mm

Post length
mm

Installation type

1196

1250

base plate

1196

1600

concrete

1396

1450

base plate*

1396
* For installation on slope ground

1800

concrete*

www.betafence.com

